s

Score
Level

Delegate Award Rubric
Preparedness
Position
 Demonstrates ample knowledge of
 Represents the nation’s
UN structure and functions
outlooks and policies at
throughout debate
all times
 Illustrates outstanding familiarity with  Acts in the best interest
topics based on research beyond the
of the country through
scope of background guides
speeches, parleys, and
voting
 Demonstrates superb command of
the Rules of Procedure throughout
debate to the country’s advantage

Poise
 Maintains diplomatic composure at all
 Establishes exceptional
times throughout negotiations,
leadership skills,
speeches, and committee proceedings
preparation, and willingness
 Communicates confidently with elegant
 Initiates committee
prose in a clear and coherent manner
proceedings in formal and
 Presentation captures audience
informal debate with
attention
alacrity all of the time

3

 Demonstrates sufficient familiarity
with UN structure and functions
through debate
 Illustrates some knowledge of the
topics beyond the scope of
background guides
 Follows the Rules of Procedure at all
times during debate

 Represents the nation’s
outlooks and policies at
all times
 Acts mostly in the best
interest of the country
through speeches,
parleys, and voting

 Initiates committee
 Behaves in a diplomatic fashion at all
proceedings in formal and
times throughout negotiations,
informal debate most of the
speeches, and committee proceedings
time
 Shows basic leadership and  Communicates with clarity and
confidence
some willingness to
 Presentation captures audience
negotiate
attention

 Represents the nation’s
outlooks and policies
most of the time
 Acts mostly in the best
interest of the country
through speeches,
parleys, and voting

 Shows active engagement
in formal and informal
debate
 Initiates committee
proceedings in formal and
informal debate on
occasion

 Behaves in a diplomatic fashion
regularly throughout negotiations,
speeches, and committee proceedings

2

 Demonstrates some knowledge of
UN structure and functions
throughout debate
 Illustrates elementary familiarity with
topics based on the background
guides
 Follows the Rules of Procedure
usually throughout debate

 Demonstrates little understanding of  Represents the nation’s  Engages in formal and
UN structure and functions
outlooks and policies
informal debate rarely
throughout debate
infrequently
 Initiates committee
proceedings in formal and
 Illustrates scarce knowledge of topics  Acts without the best
interest
of
the
country
in
informal debate rarely
 Follows the Rules of Procedure rarely
mind during speeches,
throughout conference
throughout debate
negotiations, and voting

 Behaves undiplomatically throughout
negotiations, speeches, and committee
proceedings
 Communicates ineffectively and
infrequently

4

1

Presence

 Presentation lacks audience attention
 Attempts to completely and succinctly
articulate

